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Abstract. Retrieval for products is an important task for e-commerce, since it
represents an interface of the customer contact to e-commerce. And ecommerce should provide customers with easily accessible processes in
searching. Especially, the product information on the World Wide Web needs
integration and standardization to keep the pace of rapid expansion with wide
reachable ranges. International standards on product catalogs are converging on
UNSPSC (Universal Standard Products and Services Classification). With
adoption of this standard, we designed the architecture of a multilingual product
retrieval agent. The architecture is based on the central repository model of
product catalog management with a distributed updating process. It also includes the perspectives of buyers and suppliers. In addition, the consistency and
version management of product information are controlled by UNSPSC. The
multilingual product names are resolved by semantic networks, a thesaurus, and
product name ontology, which enable the present architecture to be expanded to
the Semantic Web applications.

1 Introduction
One prerequisite to facilitate web-based e-commerce is a technological infrastructure.
The technological infrastructure has several layers, which include network protocols,
*
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application architecture, and business process technologies. Recently many researchers move toward issues of the application architecture. The architecture issues address
the impending problems without losing flexibility and potential appropriation. A key
process of the architecture issues is a product search or a retrieval service for potential buyers in Internet. From the buyers’ point of view, the searching process on the
World Wide Web is tightly related with efficiency of the electronic transactions.
A classification system of the product plays a key role in developing a solution of
product retrieval using a standard framework in e-commerce [1]. Thus, it is important
to standardize e-catalogs of the product classification system. In reality, each industry
develops its e-catalogs independently. Therefore, we need to integrate product information across industries and languages for a globalized e-commerce environment.
The complexities of language translation and product information representation are
mixed in web-based e-commerce sites. And endeavors to solve these complexities
lead to Semantic Web implementation in e-commerce. The advance of integration
technologies and mechanisms based on the world wide web paved the way to design
a multilingual product retrieval agent with a semantic processing capability. We propose the architecture of the multilingual product retrieval agent, based on the Semantic Web, that tackles the complexities of the language translation and the product
information representation.

2 Literature Review
To process product information in Internet for e-commerce we need to develop XMLbased knowledge representation [2]. Self-describing features of XML trigger an integration problem among web-based documents [3]. Each developer may use a different set of XML tags and structures, which results in the chaos of semantic interpretations. This limitation of XML invokes Semantic Web activities [4]. The Semantic
Web can give a formal structure to the web-based documents, and enables software
agents to automate semantic processing on behalf of users.
XML has definite limits on semantic representation of the structure in a consistent
way [5]. So it may be used for an integration mechanism at the conceptual level for
the product retrieval agent. Therefore, we need a Semantic Web technology to deal
with various product information and a multilingual problem involved in globalized
e-commerce environments, even when we use the e-catalogs [6], [7].
RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a cornerstone of the Semantic Web, in
which the RDF represents semantic relations by subjects, predicates, and objects [8],
[9]. The RDF provides minimal consistency without losing flexibility, and it delegates domain-dependent representation to ontologies [10], [11]. Some part of the
ontology is contained in an e-catalog system [7]. The Semantic Web will enable the
computer-operated WWW data to be automated, integrated, and reused [12], [13].
Ontology is used for knowledge representation of facts or states defined by entities
and their relationships. The ontology is an enabler of Semantic Web technologies
[14]. The ontology provides relevant domain knowledge for RDF [15], [16], which
has relational structures among resources, properties, and values. The well-defined
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ontology on the relevant domain is a prerequisite for semantic applications in ecommerce [17].
Semantic networks represent hypernyms of word senses in the form of isahierarchy. WordNet [18] is an English semantic network based on a psycholinguistic
theory. It represents lexical concept in the form of isa-hierarchy of each word sense.
Synonym sets (synsets) is a set of lexical concepts of English nouns, adverbs, adjectives, and verbs. Each synset represents one underlying lexical concept. This paper
refers to WordNet for nouns as a knowledge base to disambiguate word senses in
English product names.
The semantic network of Korean nouns, called Korean Noun Networks (KNN)
[19], has been built in the form of ISA hierarchy. The ISA hierarchy consists of a
node and an edge. The node represents synonym sets composed of Korean nouns and
English WordNet. The edge represent hypernymous relations between the nodes. In
this paper, KNN are utilized to automatically extract the sets of hyponymous concepts. This paper refers KNN as a knowledge base to disambiguate word senses in
Korean product names.
There are many kinds of agents for e-commerce, for example, agents for recommendation, agents for negotiation, agents for comparison shopping, agents for ecatalog management, and etc. The agents proposed in this paper have common characteristics with those for recommendation and comparison shopping. The agents for
recommendation need to meet the conditions as follows. First, acquisition of users’
information should follow the semantic relationships of web-based documents or
contents. Second, the agents have to show flexible responses to changes in web site
contents. Third, they need to accommodate, incrementally and persistently, the
change of a user’s requirement. Fourth, they should have a natural user interface.
Fifthly, they need implicit methods to draw user requirements. Finally, they should
allow continuous learning for performance enhancements. With these features enabled, we need a distributed agent managing product codes used in e-catalogs [6].
Standardization can contribute to reduce the development cost [1], and to facilitate
interoperability between heterogeneous systems [20]. Several propositions about
standardization have been published within interoperable B2B business frameworks.
Most frameworks are based on XML and Table 1 summarizes the most popular standardized frameworks such as BizTalk by Micoroft, RossettaNet by IBM and Intel,
ebXML by UN/CEFACT and OASIS.
Table 1. General Characteristics of E-commerce Frameworks
Framework

Structure

Applicable
Industry

Major Groups

ebXML horizontal General OASIS, UN/CEFACT
RossetaNet vertical IT/EC/SM IBM, Intel, and other commercial corp.'s
BizTalk horizontal General Microsoft
eCo
horizontal General CommerceNet
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There are two kinds of product code for e-commerce: a product classification code
and a product identification code. The product classification code enables categorical
searches by grouping similar products, and the product identification code matches a
specific product to a code. An UNSPSC (Universal Standard Products and Services
Classification) code system has been developed especially for e-commerce. It is the
one of the best code systems for alignment of diverse systems in distributed environments. The characteristics of the UNSPSC code system are as follows. First, it fits for
e-commerce, ERP, spending analysis, and etc. Second, product categories are adjustable to most industries. Third, the classification is detailed and publicly accessible
without restriction.
A central repository model is for the alignment of e-catalog storages by ebXML
and UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) technologies. There
are other e-catalog alignment models such as the single server model, the virtual
catalog model, and the mediator model.

3 Design of a Multilingual Product Retrieval Agent
The architecture utilizes the central repository model for e-catalog management. The
central repository model is a pull model that the users register their product codes
voluntarily, and the repository maintains the catalog information providing access to
anyone. We used UNSPSC (Universal Standard Products and Services Classification)
as a product code system that provides consistent digit-based universal product, and
service codes across language variants.
The proposed architecture reflects both buyers’ and suppliers’ perspectives in product information integration. Structures built in the directories of product information
may be maintained individually. The digit-based product code system gives the consistency across different mechanisms involved.
Ambiguity and uncertainty of product names, that are caused by synonyms, homonyms, and polysemys, can be processed for product names by a semantic network, a
thesaurus, and an ontology dictionary of product names. Fig. 1 illustrates examples of
the synonyms which will be processed by the semantic network of each language.
Fig. 2 illustrates examples of a pair of homonyms and a pair of polysemys which will
be processed for a convenient user interface by the ontology dictionary and the thesaurus for products, from the viewpoint of buyers and suppliers. Referencing the
thesaurus may provide relevant terms and concepts, but it can not provide semantic
differences in computer-operable ways. So, the ontology dictionary of product names
is introduced for differentiation of polysemys illustrated as in Fig. 2.
lorry --- truck

purse --- pocketbook

Fig. 1. Examples of Synonyms in Product Names
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foil -> sheet metal,
bonnet -> hat,
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foil -> fencing sword
bonnet -> protective covering (ex. a part of car)

Fig. 2. Examples of Homonyms and Polysemys in Product Names

RDF is a representation of metadata for resources [19], [20]. Generally, it applies
to information on web sites. Ontology on product information may be integrated with
RDF modelings to facilitate product retrieval on the web sites. In Fig. 3, ’Shoes’ is
represented by a RDF graph. The UNSPSC code of Shoes is 53111600: 53 for a segment, 11 for a family, 16 for a class, 00 for a commodity. Table 2 shows the composition of the UNSPSC codes of 'Shoes', 'Men’s Shoes', 'Women’s Shoes', and 'Skate
Shoes'.
Table 2. Examples of UNSPSC Codes for Products

Product
Segment Family Class
Shoes
53
11
16
Men’s Shoes
53
11
16
Women’s Shoes
53
11
16
Skate Shoes
49
15
16

Commodity
00
01
02
02

Properties or predicates can be used to represent the relational property of product
information as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this example productCode_Of is a predicate
element. It may also be represented as an object.

catalog:Men’s Shoes
productCode_Of
Price_Of
Is_A
49151602
Size_Of

$50.00

Color_Of

Gray

Shoes
5

Fig. 3. An Example of Properties of Men’s Shoes in a RDF Graph
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Fig. 4 shows an example of RDF representation of properties of Men’s Shoes in
Fig. 3.

1S9A`·yÿ²)h2u³³¦)·v²yhiuÃs²hpx¼ph³hy¸t3
1¼qs)9r²p¼v¦³v¸ÿD92Hrÿ¶²Tu¸r²3
1h)Q¼vprfPs3ü$1h)Q¼vprfPs3
1h)8¸y¸¼fPs3B¼h'1h)8¸y¸¼fPs3
1h)TvªrfPs3$1h)TvªrfPs3
1h)D²f63Tu¸r²1h)D²f63
1¼qs)9r²p¼v¦³v¸ÿ3
1¼qs)S9A3
Fig. 4. RDF Representation of Properties of Men’s Shoes
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Fig. 5. Architecture of A Product Retrieval Agent

Fig. 5 illustrates the architecture in which our proposed retrieval agent works. The
main characteristics of the proposed product retrieval agent are as follows:
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− Knowledge bases: a common product code (UNSPSC), product ontology, common
e-catalogs, a bilingual dictionary, multilingual semantic networks, and a thesaurus
− Perspectives: buyers’ and merchants’ perspectives
− Management model of e-catalogs: a central repository model with distributed
processing environments
− Level or range: buyers, merchants, suppliers, product information processing procedures in each country, globally integrated standard catalogs
In this paper we used the semantic network to resolve ambiguities caused by synonyms, homonyms, and polysemys in the system implementation. The architecture
covers overall interactions among components involved in product retrieval processes. The architecture is based on the central repository model of e-catalog management using globally integrated standardization of product information. The central
repository model is an alignment model for industry e-catalog storages using ebXML
and UDDI. And the classification structures are to be implemented in XML, specifically in Semantic Web.
Data consistency is maintained by 8-digit (optionally 10-digit) coded UNSPSC.
The UNSPSC code system is well suited for external interoperability of product information, and is specifically developed for electronic commerce. The problems of a
static product code system can be alleviated by the semantic networks, that support a
semantic-based retrieval process from the buyers’ perspective.

4 Implementation of the Agent for Product Retrieval
In this chapter, we describe the main implementation algorithms of ambiguous product names, which are not included in the UNSPSC code system for convenient multilingual product retrieval processes. And we define several functions of the algorithms
related to the multilingual product retrieval agent, as follows:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

VITQT8 Ã²r¼þ)h²r³¸sVITQT8yv²³³¼hÿ²yh³rqvÿ³¸hyhÿtÃhtrÃ²rqi'hÃ²r¼0
VITQT8f8P9@ ¦ÿþ)hVITQT8p¸qr¸s¦ÿ vr¦¼¸qÃp³ÿh·r²þvÿVITQT8yv²³0
TÁIT@U ¦ÿþ)h²r³¸s²'ÿ²r³¸s¦ÿr`³¼hp³rqs¼¸·²r·hÿ³vpÿr³Z¸¼x²0
CÁQ@SIÁH ¦ÿþ)hÿ¸¼qr¼rqyv²³¸s¦ÿ¶²u'¦r¼ÿ'·²r`³¼hp³rqs¼¸·hÿ ¸ÿ³¸y¸t'
qvp³v¸ÿh¼'0
CÁQPIÁH ¦ÿþ) hÿ ¸¼qr¼rq yv²³ ¸s ¦ÿ¶² u'¦¸ÿ'·² r`³¼hp³rq s¼¸· hÿ ¸ÿ³¸y¸t'
qvp³v¸ÿh¼'0
T@H6IUD8fI@UXPSFT Ã²r¼þ) h ²r³ ¸s ²r·hÿ³vp ÿr³Z¸¼x² iÃvy³ i' ³ur Ã²r¼¶²
yhÿtÃhtr0
UC@T6VSVT Ã²r¼þ)h ²r³¸s³ur²hÃ¼Ã²s¸¼¦¼¸qÃp³ÿh·r²Z¼v³³rÿvÿyhÿtÃhtrÃ²rq
i'³urÃ²r¼0
S@G6U@9 ¦ÿþ)hÿ¸¼qr¼rqyv²³¸sh¦¼¸qÃp³ÿh·r¼ryh³rq³¸¦ÿvÿ³ur³ur²hÃ¼Ã²0
US6ITG6U@9 ¦ÿþ)³¼hÿ²yh³rq¦ÿvÿ³¸@ÿtyv²uÃ²vÿthivyvÿtÃhyqvp³v¸ÿh¼'0
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An algorithm retrieving synonyms of product names selects a product name and its
code from the UNSPSC code system in each language, using the semantic networks
and the ontology dictionary of product names.

Sr³¼vr½hyA¸¼T'ÿ¸ÿ'·² ¦ÿÃ²r¼þ)
ºDÿ¦Ã³¸s¦ÿ h¦¼¸qÃp³ÿh·rþs¼¸·³urÃ²r¼±0
vs¦ÿv²s¸ÃÿqvÿVITQT8 Ã²r¼þ
³urÿ¼r³Ã¼ÿ³urVITQT8p¸qr
ry²rvsT@H6IUD8fI@UXPSFT Ã²r¼þv²ÿ¸³s¸Ãÿq
³urÿº¦ÿ2US6ITG6U@9 ¦ÿþ0Ã²r¼2@ÿtyv²u0±
@ÿqDs0
@ÿqDs0
svÿqTÁIT@U ¦ÿþs¼¸·T@H6IUD8fI@UXPSFT Ã²r¼þ0
vsTÁIT@U ¦ÿþv²ÿÃyy³urÿr`v³ þ0
s¸¼rhpuvvÿTÁIT@U ¦ÿþº
vsvv²s¸ÃÿqvÿVITQT8 Ã²r¼þ
³urÿ¼r³Ã¼ÿvýVITQT8f8P9@ vþ0
s¸¼rhpuwvÿCÁQPIÁH vþs¼¸·T@H6IUD8fI@UXPSFT Ã²r¼þ
vswv²s¸ÃÿqvÿVITQT8 Ã²r¼þ
³urÿqv²¦yh'výw0
s¸¼rhpuxvÿCÁQ@SIÁH vþs¼¸·T@H6IUD8fI@UXPSFT Ã²r¼þ
vsxv²s¸ÃÿqvÿVITQT8 Ã²r¼þ³urÿqv²¦yh'výx0
±@ÿqA¸¼
Gr³³urÃ²r¼²ryrp³Zuh³urZhÿ³²³¸¼r³¼vr½rs¼¸·³ur
qv²¦yh'rqyv²³²0
vs³urÃ²r¼²ryrp³²¸ÿrv³r·
³urÿ¼r³Ã¼ÿ³urv³r·hÿqVITQT8f8P9@ v³r·þ0
@ÿqSr³¼vr½hyA¸¼T'ÿ¸ÿ'·²

An algorithm retrieving homonyms of product names selects the product name and
its code from the UNSPSC code system using the ontology dictionary of product
names.

Sr³¼vr½hyA¸¼C¸·¸'·² ¦ÿÃ²r¼þ)
ºDÿ¦Ã³¸s¦ÿ h¦¼¸qÃp³ÿh·rþs¼¸·³urÃ²r¼±0
Ds¦ÿv²s¸ÃÿqvÿVITQT8 Ã²r¼þ·¸¼r³uhÿ¸ÿpr
³urÿsvÿqhyy¦hv¼²¸s¦ÿýVITQT8f8P9@ ¦ÿþ
ry²rr`v³ þ0
@ÿqDs0
s¸¼rhpuvvÿhyy¦hv¼²¸s¦ÿýVITQT8f8P9@ ¦ÿþº
svÿqCÁQ@SIÁH vþs¼¸·hÿ¸ÿ³¸y¸t'qvp³v¸ÿh¼'0
qv²¦yh'výCÁQ@SIÁH vþ0
±@ÿqA¸¼
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Gr³³urÃ²r¼²ryrp³Zuh³urZhÿ³²³¸¼r³¼vr½rs¼¸·³ur
qv²¦yh'rqyv²³²0
vs³urÃ²r¼²ryrp³²¸ÿrv³r·
³urÿ¼r³Ã¼ÿ³urv³r·hÿqVITQT8f8P9@ v³r·þ0
@ÿqSr³¼vr½hyA¸¼C¸·¸ÿ'·²

An algorithm that retrieves polysemys of product names selects the product name
and its code from the UNSPSC code system using the ontology dictionary and the
thesaurus of product names.

Sr³¼vr½hyA¸¼Q¸y'²r·'² ¦ÿÃ²r¼þ)
ºDÿ¦Ã³¸s¦ÿ h¦¼¸qÃp³ÿh·rþs¼¸·³urÃ²r¼±0
Ds¦ÿv²s¸Ãÿqvÿ³urrÿ³¼'¸sUC@T6VSVT Ã²r¼þ·¸¼r
³uhÿ¸ÿpr
³urÿsvÿqhyy¦hv¼²¸s¦ÿýVITQT8f8P9@ S@G6U@9 ¦ÿþþ
ry²rr`v³ þ0
@ÿqDs0
s¸¼rhpuvvÿ¦hv¼²¸s¦ÿýVITQT8f8P9@ S@G6U@9 ¦ÿþþ
qv²¦yh'výS@G6U@9 vþ0
Gr³³urÃ²r¼²ryrp³Zuh³urZhÿ³²³¸¼r³¼vr½rs¼¸·³ur
qv²¦yh'rqyv²³²0
vs³urÃ²r¼²ryrp³²¸ÿrv³r·
³urÿ¼r³Ã¼ÿ³urv³r·hÿqVITQT8f8P9@ v³r·þ0
@ÿqSr³¼vr½hyA¸¼Q¸y'²r·'²

The suggested algorithms were tested for the agents of keyword-based product retrieval. If the retrieved product name exists in the UNSPSC code system in either
English or other languages, the agent returns the exact UNSPSC code number. Then
the product retrieval is considered to be performed successfully.
Experiments show that 21 out of 24 synonyms of the product names have succeeded in product retrieval, and that 20 out of 20 homonyms of the product names
have succeeded in product retrieval. Synonyms of the product names trigger failure in
product retrieval when they do not exist in the semantic network. Polysemys of PN
(product names) trigger failure in product retrieval when they are coined words.

5 Conclusion
The interoperability can be assured by developing XML-based e-catalogs on products. E-catalogs can represent structured product information, but may not be used to
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integrate heterogeneous product information for efficient buyers’ product searches.
Recently proposed semantic web mechanisms, presented in RDF graphs, provide new
opportunities for web product retrieval. The keyword-based retrieval is efficient as
long as the product information is well structured and organized. But when the product information is displayed across many online shopping malls, especially when it is
described in different languages with different cultural backgrounds, buyers’ product
retrieval needs language translation of the product information disambiguated in a
specific context. We presented a RDF modeling case that resolved semantic problems
in the representation of product information and across the boundaries of the language domain.
With adoption of the UNSPSC code system, we designed and implemented an architecture for the multilingual product retrieval agent. The architecture was based on
the central repository model of product catalog management with distributed updating
processes. It also included the perspectives of buyers and suppliers. And the consistency and version management of product information were controlled by the
UNSPSC code system. The ambiguities of multilingual product names were resolved
by the semantic network, the thesaurus, and the ontology dictionary of product
names. The suggested algorithm would be applied to multilingual product retrieval in
any language, as long as there exists its bilingual dictionary or its semantic network.
Classification standards representing products in electronic commerce require researches on design and implementation issues to validate the industrial guidelines
involved in the standard-setting procedures. The UNSPSC code system should be
standardized in the product code system and in the integration of product information
across the industries.
Future works are, firstly, to update synonym sets of the semantic networks for
convenient interfaces, and to update coined words in the UNSPSC system and the
semantic networks. Secondly, the product names in the UNSPSC system should be
completed with cooperation of suppliers and venders. Thirdly, each country should
keep its own UNSPSC system translated into its language.
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